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Abstract 

A set X consisting of some vertices of the vertex set V of a graph H is called a power 

dominating set if all the vertices as well as the edges of H are monitored by the vertices of X 

based on the observation rules of a power monitoring system. The number of vertices of a 

minimal power dominating set of a graph H is called the power domination number  .Hp  In 

this paper, we investigate the power domination number p  of the shadow graph of certain 

classes of graphs. 

1. Introduction 

We consider only a finite, simple, undirected nontrivial graph G with 

vertex set V and edge set E. The cardinality of V is known as the order of the 

graph. For a vertex v of G, the neighbourhood  vNG  is the set of all adjacent 

vertices of v. A universal vertex v has the property that v along with all its 

neighbours constitute the vertex set. A subset S of the vertex set of a graph G 

is called a dominating set [3, 4] if each of the vertices of SV   is adjacent to 

at least one vertex in S. A dominating set S of a graph G is minimum if the 

number of vertices of S is least when compared with any other dominating set 
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S  of G. The notation  G  denotes the domination number of G and is the 

number of elements of a minimum dominating set of G. 

As a variant of domination in graphs, the notion of power domination was 

introduced by Haynes et al. [3], while developing a graph theoretical 

formulation of a problem concerned with electric power system. There has 

been a number of studies related to power domination number for common 

classes of graphs [4] and also on the relationship between domination number 

and power domination number. A set VS   is a power dominating set [3] of 

G if every vertex of V can be recursively observed based on the rules given 

below: 

(i) Initially every vertex in the neighbour set  SN  is observed and (ii) a 

vertex v is observed by an observed vertex u if v is a neighbour of u and all 

the neighbours of u are observed vertices except for v. 

The notation  Gp  denotes the power domination number of G and is 

the number of elements in a minimum power dominating set of G. A power 

dominating set S of G with the number of elements in  GS p  is referred 

to as a  Gp -set. 

When operations are performed on graphs, new kinds of graphs result 

from the initial graphs considered. The shadow is one such operation, having 

some applications as well [2, 5, 6, 8]. Let ,,,,, ,1,,1 nnmnnn KKWCP  and 

 ,, nnB  respectively denote, the path, cycle, graph which is complete, wheel, 

complete bipartite graph, star graph and bistar graph [1, 9, 10]. For details 

not explained here, the reader can refer to [1, 7]. Here we obtain the power 

domination number of shadow graph of some kinds of graphs. 

2. Main Results 

We recall now the shadow graph of a connected graph. 

Definition 1 [2]. Let G be a graph which is connected and G  be a copy 

of G. Let v  be the vertex in G  corresponding to the vertex v of G. The 

shadow graph  GD2  of G is a graph obtained by the following operation: Join 

each vertex v in G to the neighbours of the vertex v  in G  which corresponds 

to v. 
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Bounds for the   GD2  are stated in Theorem 2 given below. 

Theorem 2. If G is a graph which is connected and has n vertices, then  

      .22 GGDG   

Theorem 3 [4]. If G is a given graph, then    .1 GGp   

We obtain bounds for the p  of the shadow graph of connected graphs. 

Theorem 4. If G is a graph which is connected and has n vertices, ,2n   

then      .21 2 nGDG pp   

Proof. Consider G, a connected graph with    .,,,, 321 nvvvvGV   

Let the vertex set of the graph ,G   which is the copy of G in the formation of 

the shadow graph  ,2 GD  be    nvvvvGV  ,,,, 321   Clearly, the vertex 

set of  GD2  is .VV   Note that  GD2  has n2  vertices. If 

  XXS GD  
2

 is a power dominating set for  GD2  where VX   and 

,VX   then YXSG   is a power dominating set for G such that  

 ., GVYX   So     .2 GDG pp   

Let now 1
GS  be a dominating set of a graph G. Now we claim that, 1

GS  is 

a minimum power dominating set for  GD2  because each element in 1
GS  

dominates and hence power dominates, the vertices iv  in V and their 

corresponding vertices iv  in  .1 niV   By the definition of power 

domination, the rest of the vertices of V   are also power dominated by the 

elements of .1
GS  It is known that [7], for a graph without isolated vertices, 

  .2nG   Thus   .2
2

1 nSS GDG   Hence    .22 nGDp   

Example. 
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Figure 1. The shadow graph  GD2  of graph G. 

Theorem 5. For the path mP  on m vertices, ,2m  we have 

   .
32 





m

PD mp  

Proof. Let  mvvv ,,, 21   be the vertex set of .mP  In the graph mP  

which is a copy of mP  in the formation of the shadow graph  .2 mPD  Let the 

vertex set be  mvvv  ,,, 21   where rv  corresponds to .1, mrvr   Then 

   mrvvGV rr  1|,  and    11|, 1   mrvvGE rr  

     .2|,11|,11|, 111 mrvvmrvvmrvv rrrrrr     

We note that    .22 mPDV m   while    .442  mPDE m  Let S be a 

minimum power dominating set of the graph  .2 mPD  The following 

procedure gives the p  of  .2 mPD  We first deal with m taking values 2 to 6. 

When ,2m  the shadow graph of path 2P  is isomorphic to .4C  By a known 

result   .1 mp C  Hence    .12  mp PD  

When  2,3 vSm   is a p -set for  32 PD  since 3131 ,,, vvvv   are 

dominated initially and other vertices of  32 PD  are power dominated by .2v  

Hence    .132  PDp  
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When ,4m  the set  32, vvS   is a p -set for  42 PD  since  

4141 ,,, vvvv   are dominated initially and other vertices of  42 PD  are power 

dominated by S. In this case, S with two vertices are needed. 

When ,5m  the set  42, vvS   is a p -set for  52 PD  since 

531531 ,,,,, vvvvvv   are dominated initially and other vertices of  52 PD  are 

power dominated by the elements of S. In this case S with two vertices are 

needed. 

When ,6m  the set  52, vvS   is a p -set for  62 PD  since 

64316431 ,,,,,,, vvvvvvvv   are dominated initially and other vertices of 

 62 PD  are power dominated by the elements of S. In this case also S with 

two vertices are needed. 

We now deal with the general case: When ,7m  we claim that 

   





















 
  3

6
1:2312

m
rvvvS rm   is a p -set for  mPD2  

because the vertices 2v  and 1mv  power dominate the vertices 

 23131 ,,,, vvvvv   and  122 ,,,,   mmmmm vvvvv  respectively and 














 
 3

6
1:23

m
rv r  power dominates the remaining of vertices of 

 .2 mPD  This is a minimum power dominating set. Thus 

   .
3

2
3

6
2 








mm

PD mp  

Theorem 6. Consider ,3, nCn  a cycle with n vertices. Then 

   .
32 





n

CD mp   

Proof. Let  nvvv ,,, 21   be the vertex set of .nC  In the graph nC  

which is a copy of nC  in the formation of the shadow graph  ,2 mCD  let the 

vertex set be  nvvv  ,,, 21   where rv  corresponds to ,rv  for .1 nr   Here 

we note that,    nCDV m 22   and    .42 nCDE m   The construction of 

power domination set S of  nCD2  is on lines similar to Theorem 5.  

Theorem 7 [3].  For the graph   .1,2,  GnP pn  
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Remark 8. From Theorem 5, clearly, the power domination number is 1 

only for the graphs  22 PD  and  32 PD  while the p  of all paths 2, nPn  

is 1 as noted in Theorem 7. In general, for the graph 

   GnPDG pn  ,4,2    .2 GDp  

3. Characterization of Graphs with       GGDG pp  2  

For a given graph G, we have    .GGp   We now investigate graphs 

for which       .2 GGDG pp   In particular, for a wheel, graph which 

is complete, star, graph which is complete bipartite, and bistar graph we have 

      .2 GGDG pp   

Theorem 9 [3, 4]. If  nnn KKWG ,, ,1,1  and n any positive integer, 

then     .1 GGp  

Theorem 10.  If G is a graph which is connected and has a universal 

vertex, then    .12  GDp  

Proof. Consider a graph G with n vertices .,,, 21 nvvv   Let rv  for some   

nrr 1,  be the universal vertex of G. Then rv  is adjacent to every other 

vertex of G. It is clear that  rvS   is a power dominating set for  ,2 GD  

because the vertices of     rvGDV 2  are dominated initially and rv  is 

dominated by power domination step. 

Corollary given below, directly follows from the Theorem 10. 

Corollary 11.         .1,12,12  npnpnp KWDWD  

Theorem 12.  For ,3,,, nmK nm  a complete bipartite graph, we have 

   .2,2  nmp KD  

Proof. Let  nmKDG ,2  be a shadow graph of ., nmK  Let 

   nsmrvuvuGV srsr  1,1:,,,  and 

   .1,1:,,,,,,, nsmruvvuvuvuGE rssrsrsr   Here note that 

   nmGV  2  and   .8mnGE   If  mr uuuu ,,, 21   and 
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 ns vvvv ,,, 21   then  sr vuS ,  is p -set of  nmKDG ,2  since the 

vertices of    mruGV r  1:  are power dominated by ru  and the 

vertices of    nsvGV s  1:  are power dominated by .sv  Therefore 

   .2,2  nmp KD  

Definition 13 [10]. The bistar nnB ,  is the graph resulting from two 

copies of nK ,1  making their center vertices adjacent. 

Theorem 14. For    .2,2 ,2  nnp BDn  

Proof. Let  nnBDG ,2  be a shadow graph of bistar. 

Let      nrvuvuvuvuGV rrrr  1:,,,,,,   and 

   .1:,,,,,,,,,,, nrvuvuvvvvvvvuuuuuuuvvuvuuGE rrrrrrrr   

Here note that   44  nGV  and   .48  nGE  A power dominating 

set in  nnBD ,2  is  ., vuS   It is clear that S is a p -set for  nnBD ,2  since 

the vertices  nrvvuu rrrr  1|,,,  are dominated and hence power 

dominated by  ., vu  Thus    .2,2  nnp BD  

4. Conclusion 

In this work, we have computed the power domination number of the 

shadow graph of several standard graphs. Also, we have compared the p  of 

shadow graphs and some standard graphs and obtained some results of 

interest. 
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